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U

S The high-quality, durable  
library prebound books  
that we produce in our bindery 
are only available for purchase 
from Children’s Plus.

When looking for the best prebounds       
             ...Make sure you’re 
                               CPIBound! 
    

ThePlusFactor      

CPIBoundBooks     
...only from childrensplusinc.com      

The following PLUS-oriented features 
make our books truly unique:
+  The strongest, most durable binders’ board in the industry
+  Side-sewn and assembled by hand in our on-site bindery
+  100% water-based resin adhesive (not animal protein glue)
+  Bright, sharp, beautiful, appealing covers 
+  Laminated with a durable, easy-to-clean textured finish
+  Safe, rounded Library Corners 

+  Backed by a 100% guarantee!

ThePlusFactor brings additional value with CPI Bound books which 
are known as the absolute best prebounds in the industry. We stock up to 
20,000 different titles—the only books available on the market that feature 
our strict quality standards. CPI Bound books withstand repeated use, 
making them the perfect choice for increased circulation of high-demand 
titles and classroom sets. 



PL
U

SOur own studies have determined that our bindings 
typically withstand well over 500 circulations.  
Here’s just a few reasons why....
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ThePlusFactor      
CPIBoundBooks     

Davey Red Label  
high-density binders board
(25% thicker plus 25% higher in  

density than the competition!)

100% water-based  
resin adhesive

Adhesive highly superior to 
commonly used animal glue.

CPI uses advanced, 4-color 
digital technology from Xeikon 

to reproduce book covers.

Laminated covers

Side-sewn and  
assembled by hand

Rounded Library Corners 
verses Trade Edition Corner                                      

Results in a rugged, sturdy book that  
can withstand many circulations without  
losing its shape.

Helps prevent damage due to normal student  
wear and tear such as being thrown around  
in book bags.

Promotes a “green” environment in schools. 
It’s safe, non-toxic and non-flammable.

The adhesive produces an extremely strong bond 
making it resistant to the fluctuations of hot and 
cold temperatures that circulated books are  
exposed to.

It will not deteriorate over time.

It will not create mold in high-humidity  
conditions.

Maintains the integrity of the original art  
resulting in bright and sharp covers that are  
attractive to library patrons and students.

Protects the book from scuffing and moisture.

Increases circulations – typically over 500. Great 
return on your investment in quality books.

Leads to durability. Pages do not fall out.  
Each book is hand inspected.

Rounded corners are less likely to snag  
on something and fray.

Features Benefits

When we say we’re adding even more CPIBOUNDS 
               ...that’s what we’re growing to do!!

Check them out at www.childrensplusinc.com

	


